The INVENTION of DEATH and HOW to STOP IT

How to OutSMART AND OutLIVE the DEATH BRAIN VIRUS!!
GLACIERS
Those who do not work with Mother Earth will discover she has her methods for the removal of parasitical species
the History of Death (a TIMELINE of Death’s History: A Little Background on this DEATH thing...

50,000 years ago - no death known

37,000 years ago – surface tunnels into the underground began to be managed by those inside who did not want any more of their children to go top side

15,000 years ago Death begins rooted in surface cultures, introduced as noble rituals by war, human sacrifice...slavery, by secret societies in the forms of religion, clan tribal chauvinism, racial heritage – surface environment becomes death camp insuring loss of super human DNA – ability of physical flight, invisibility, long sight and hearing, telepathic communication between all species
A Little Background on this DEATH thing...

• 1100 AD through economic pressures all of Europe is Christianized – everything in one death camp, one society of singular process – One World Order

• No more intelligent freedoms, no reflection on individual immortal states of accomplishment – individual godhood relinquished – all past practices of divine salvation are announced as pagan and obsolete – against the order of salvation as decided by the church
the History of Death (a TIMELINE of Death’s History:
A Little Background on this DEATH thing...

1200AD - Development of the Death Brain Virus and the introduction of it into the human masses by the Inquisition and later the Witch’s Hammer (1435AD), to remove as many female shamans of creative immortal power as well as men who practiced immortal alchemy outside the designs of a one messianic and singularly imposing reality; the issuing doctrine and action that the human can not, will not, seek out and find salvation except through the benedictions of the church.

The Immortal Salvation Business came under the doctrines of a religious order which would project its thievery onto the people with the use of an unhistorical savior who died for their sins.
the History of Death

(a TIMELINE of Death’s History:
A Little Background on this DEATH thing...

1340AD - the implanting of the Death Brain Virus was not met without some resistance… after all the many people of Europe still had their folklore and the belief that individual immortal states did exist

The creation of the Black Plague insured that residents of Europe would never look back again on a world without subjective Death but would cower at every step of their life to bow down to the singular messianic belief of salvation only through the church. Death Religion is fascism.
the History of Death (a TIMELINE of Death’s History:
A Little Background on this DEATH thing...

The *Malleus Maleficarum* (Witches Hammer) drew on earlier sources like the *Johannes Nider*'s treatise *Formicarius*, written 1435/37.\[[12]\]

The book became the handbook for witch-hunters and Inquisitors throughout *Late Medieval* Europe. Between the years 1487 and 1520, the work was published thirteen times. It was again published between the years of 1574 to 1669 a total of sixteen times. Regardless of the authenticity of the papal bull and endorsements which appear at the beginning of the book, its presence contributed to the popularity of the work.
the History of Death (a TIMELINE of Death’s History: A Little Background on this DEATH thing...)

• this created/invented/insured more slavery to heavy tasks with less protection, removal of fresh vegetables and grains from the diet to burden with bad meat with no refrigeration
• Tight control of alcohol by church ownership of breweries
• Easy availability for the heavy drinking of workers and soldiers who in turn obey and protect the church’s agenda
• provoking the imagination to invent protective imaginary friends of great powers = the church designated saints, in every step and corner of their lives – in other words: fear death helpers created by the secret arbitrators of the Death Brain Virus
the History of Death (a TIMELINE of Death’s History:)
A Little Background on this DEATH thing...

Through the Inquisition, a Death Shop exclusive to the powers of the church, was set up as controlled from below by the Reptilians, providing the means to seek out Living Immortals and destroy them educating all new children being born into the world that they exist under one supreme power of DEATH. That they are not now, nor have ever been: genetic divine immortals.

Basically what we have today: total economic enslavement to the Trojan horse of the Industrial Military Machine empowered by the planned failure of the banking industry so that the Military State will achieve its goal maximus - destruction of ALL pure Immortal Human DNA. In order to survive - your going to have to cross breed with Reptilians.
Today if you were to ask ‘what is important to the individual?’, the response would rarely be one of ‘immortal self inquiry’. Instead there would be the acquiescent belief that the human is a child which must seek out the caretaker of a distant far removed exalted entity – the embodiment which would include a church that upholds the jurisdiction of a dead person who purportedly came to life after accomplishing several miracles. A story which has no documented history.

The wall of skulls in the background is presented as the preferred method of induction into this realm of absolution.

Death is perceived as ALL holy. 4 billion religious people on this planet believe that physical Death is the first step towards their salvation. They can not wait for it!
the History of Death (a TIMELINE of Death’s History:
A Little Background on this DEATH thing...

There are many laboratories around the world (esp. the Caribbean) that take reptilian hybrids out of their human homes and are tested for strength and the endurance to withstand pain.

These beings are told, as we will soon be told, that these human reptilian hybrids are the soldier protectors of our significant future. IN other words invasion from below as well as from the skies.

1934 Bombing of Dresden – insure the death of an enlightened German culture
Hookworm

I'm back!

Be prepared, parasites always return.

DIDN'T THINK I'D LEAVE THAT EASILY DID YA!
Click on title to download ebook on internet

The Cure For All Cancers

by

Hulda Regehr Clark, Ph.D., N.D.
The killing of all parasites and their larval stages together with removal of isopropyl alcohol and carcinogens from the patients’ lifestyle results in remarkable recovery, generally noticeable in less than one week.

Cancer could be eradicated in a very short time by clearing our food animals and household pets of fluke parasites and by monitoring all food and feed for solvents.

Stopping consumption of mycotoxins and ceasing exposure to copper, cobalt and vanadium is essential for tumor regression.

Hulda Regehr Clark, Ph.D., N.D.
Dr. Clark inventor of the ‘Zapper’ has written 7 books of which 5 concerning cancer. In them Dr. Clark details her methods, her results, and her conclusions for all to read. In her later books she describes in detail her newest frequency technologies such as plate-zapping and homeography. In addition each cancer book contains a specific holistic cancer fighting program.

Hulda Regehr Clark, Ph.D., N.D.
This Is The Cancer Causing Parasite

Fig. 3 Human intestinal fluke (Fasciolopsis buskii)
May we return again to our original state of the gods, create a world which is a kingdom where immortality is reality, in which peace and prosperity return as they once were.